
Alexander Biskop  |  Software Engineer

About I'm a full-stack software engineer who loves working with cutting-edge technology and a
team of brilliant people.
I am great at managing complexity and keeping an eye on the bigger picture. Also, I learn
new things very fast and am always excited to do so.

email abiskop@gmail.com
github abiskop
linkedin alexander-biskop

Work Experience Stocard
stocardapp.com
Lead Software Engineer Apr 2013 - Present

My  main  responsibility  when  I  started  working  at  Stocard  was  to  build  a  backend  for
delivering content to our mobile clients in order to take our app to the next level. What
already existed so far was a rudimentary PHP/MySQL application running on a single hard-
metal machine, which was actually okay for the simple stuff we had been doing so far. The
constant growth of our user base as well as the fast-paced development of new features
however called for a scalable,  maintainable infrastructure that could easily be extended
and modified. We decided to move to Amazon Web Services, and today maintain a nice suite
of micro-services written in  node.js,  running as  docker containers on  AWS EC2 instances.
Powered  by  numerous  other  AWS services  like  ELB,  S3,  CloudFront,  RDS,  SNS etc.,  our
backend  today  serves  several  million  requests  a  day,  as  well  as  providing  numerous
services  and web-based tools  for  company-internal  use (mostly  built  on  AngularJS and
Bootstrap).
Among  the  several  other  technologies  I  used  for  different  projects  at  Stocard  are  also
CouchDB , Java, Scala and bash.
During the past months,  I  additionally  joined our  iOS team in developing new features,
performing refactorings and improving our app's performance (mostly using Objective-C).

finanzen.net
finanzen.net
Software Engineer Jan 2013 - Mar 2013

At  finanzen.net,  my  teammates  and  I  supported  the  company's  launch  in  France  and
Switzerland. I worked on several features and improvements of the application platform,
which  was based on  ASP.NET MVC  3 technology.  Other  things I  got  in  touch with while
working here are MongoDB, Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft Azure.

CAS Software
cas.de
Software Engineer/Project Manager Oct 2008 - Nov 2012

I started out as a software engineer at CAS Software, working on a legacy project at first
(written in  Borland Delphi). Soon, we acquired a new customer (DATEV eG) and I started
building prototypes for an accounting software frontend using Microsoft Silverlight – yes, it
was a big thing at that time...

mailto:abiskop@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexander-biskop-811475114
http://www.cas.de/en/homepage.html
http://www.finanzen.net/
http://stocardapp.com/
https://github.com/abiskop


More  similar  Silverlight  and  WPF projects  followed.  I  soon  became  the  "go-to  guy"  for
Silverlight-related questions. In 2009, I was booked as an on-site Silverlight consultant by
DATEV eG in Nuremberg, where I coached a team of 4-6 developers for about a year.
Back in Karlsruhe, I  was promoted to technical  team lead in ~2010, which brought new
responsibilities like budget and resources planning, coaching, architectural advice et cetera.
Soon after, I was granted the role of the head of our team, which now also meant being
responsible  for  staffing-related  tasks  like  hiring,  salaries,  or  conducting  our  quarterly
feedback meetings with our team members.

SAP
sap.com
Internship Mar 2008 - Sep 2008

Fresh  from university,  I  made my  first  steps  in real-world software development  here.  I
worked on a small team that was responsible for creating reports and reporting tools (we
used ASP.NET MVC mostly) for company-internal use by several divisions of SAP.

Education Universität Mannheim · University of Mannheim
Wirtschaftsinformatik, Diplom · Information Systems, Diploma Sep 2002 - Feb 2008

Skills (Excerpt) node.js
Amazon Web Services
docker
git

AngularJS
Bootstrap
Java
Scala

Silverlight, WPF
ASP.NET MVC 3
CouchDB
MySQL

Hobbies & Interests Everything outdoors (hiking, cycling, camping, skiing, canoeing, you name it!)
Euro-style boardgames (the ones that make your brain hurt)
Scotch Single Malts
Cooking & food

http://go.sap.com/

